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Due to their unsupervised learning nature, analyzing the semantics of clustering schemes

can be difficult. Qualitative information such as preference relations may be useful in se-

mantic analysis of clustering process. This paper describes a framework based on preference

or dominance relations that helps us qualitatively analyze a clustering scheme. This quali-

tative interpretation is shown to be useful for combining clustering schemes that are based

on different criteria. The qualitative combination can be used to analyze its quantitative

counterpart and can also be used instead of the quantitative combination. The paper further

extends the framework to accommodate rough set based clustering. The usefulness of the

approach is illustrated using a synthetic retail database.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Clustering categorizes a set of objects into a number of groups based on their similarity with each other. Usually, the

similarity is measured on a quantifiable distance between these objects. For example, visitors to a retail store could be

grouped based on their spending. In many practical applications, the distancemeasure can provide a certain ranking among

the objects as well as the clusters. This ranking can be represented by a preference or dominance relation. Fishburn [1]

described a qualitative decision theory based on the notion of preference relations. Decision theoretic rough sets proposed

byYaoand studiedby anumber of researchers provide a segue fromrough set theory to thepreference relations [2–5,4,6–12].

Dominance relations, which can also be described using strict preference and indifference relations, have been used in the

context of rough set classification by a number of researchers [13–16]. This paper describes the use of dominance relations for

analysis andenhancementof clustering techniques.A frameworkwith strict preferenceand indifference relations isproposed

to capture qualitative information in a crisp clustering scheme. The proposed preference/dominance based framework is

used to axiomatize the clustering process. It is also used for combination of clustering schemes based on different attributes.

Continuing with our example of retail customers, let us say that we want to cluster them using their loyalty. Since loyalty is

a subjective measure, we will use their frequency of visits as a surrogate for loyalty. Now we have two clustering schemes

for the retail store visitors: one based on spending and another based on visits (loyalty). Wemaywant to combine these two

clustering schemes to get a better understanding of the value of the customers. Traditionally, such combination is achieved

by combining the two sets of attributes and re-cluster the objects. It is possible to assign different weights to these attributes

as an indication of their relative importance. We will term this traditional combination as the quantitative approach. The

dominance relation based framework provides us with a qualitative combination method. The qualitative combination can

beuseful as an alternative to the quantitative approach as it can reduce the emphasis onnumeric distances. It can also beused
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in knowledge networks, where the attribute values may not be transportable for privacy or efficiency considerations [17].

The qualitative combination can also help us in understanding the axiomatic behavior of quantitative combination.

In addition to clearly identifiable groups of objects, it is possible that a data setmay consist of several objects that lie on the

fringes. The conventional clustering techniquesmandate that suchobjects belong toprecisely one cluster. Sucha requirement

is found to be too restrictive in many data mining applications. In practice, an object may display characteristics of different

clusters. In such cases, an object should belong to more than one cluster, and as a result, cluster boundaries necessarily

overlap. Fuzzy set representation of clusters, using algorithms such as fuzzy c-means, make it possible for an object to

belong to multiple clusters with a degree of membership between 0 and 1 [18–24]. Masson and Denoeux have extended the

fuzzy clustering using the belief function theory to propose evidential clustering [22,25,26]. The evidential clustering was

also shown to produce lower and upper bounds similar to the rough set theory.

In some cases, the fuzzy degree ofmembershipmay be too descriptive for interpreting clustering results. Rough set based

clustering provides a solution that is less restrictive than conventional clustering and less descriptive than fuzzy clustering.

Peters et al. provide a comparison of fuzzy and rough clustering [27].

Rough set theory has made substantial progress as a classification tool in data mining [28,29]. The basic concept of

representing a set as lower and upper bounds can be used in a broader context such as clustering. Clustering in relation to

rough set theory is attracting increasing interest among researchers [30–36]. Lingras [37] described howa rough set theoretic

classification scheme can be represented using a rough set genome. In subsequent publications [38,39], modifications of

K-means and Kohonen Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) were proposed to create intervals of clusters based on rough set theory.

Yao [3] described a more generic usage of the lower and upper bounds using the interval set algebra. Yao et al. [9] studied

the implications of interval set algebra for cluster analysis. Recently, a number of research efforts relate the unsupervised

rough clustering with decision theoretic rough set framework [40–44].

The preference/dominance relations based framework can be easily extended to accommodate rough clustering. The

paper describes the extended framework and qualitative combination of rough clustering. The qualitative combination is

again comparedwith its quantitative counter part. The treatment presented in this paper provides further insight into rough

clustering and combination of rough clustering schemes.

All the theoretical development in this study is applied to a synthetic retail dataset to illustrate its applications in data

mining.

Section 2 provides a review of crisp and soft clustering, followed by the definitions of preference, dominance, and indif-

ference relations, as well as an overview of dominance based rough set theory. The notion of qualitative crisp clustering is

introduced in Section 3. The qualitative combination of crisp clustering is proposed in Section 4. A comparison of qualitative

and quantitative combination of crisp clustering is presented in Section 5. Section 6 extends the notion of qualitative clus-

tering to rough set theory. The qualitative combination of rough clustering is derived in Section 7, followed by a comparative

study of qualitative and quantitative combination of rough clustering in Section 8. Section 9 summarizes the contributions

of the paper and concludes the study.

2. Review of literature

In this section, we will review crisp and soft clustering, followed by the definitions of the dominance and preference

relations. We will then briefly discuss how dominance relations are used in rough set based classification. The section

will further describe the use of preference relations in a more general decision theoretic framework and its relationship

with rough sets. This section will end with a study of how decision theoretic framework has been applied to unsupervised

clustering problems.

2.1. Crisp and soft clustering

Clustering is a popular set of data mining techniques that uses the principle of unsupervised learning to group similar

pattern. One can broadly categorize clustering techniques into crisp and soft clusteringmethods. In crisp clustering, a pattern

can belong to one and only one cluster leading to mutually exclusive clusters. Soft clustering techniques make it possible

for a pattern to belong to multiple and overlapping clusters. In this subsection, we will provide a brief overview of crisp

clustering, followed by soft clustering based on fuzzy set and belief function theories. Since rough clustering is central to

the present study, it is discussed in greater detail in the following subsection. Peters et al. [27] discuss the complementary

features of rough and fuzzy clustering in relation to other soft clustering methods.

2.1.1. Crisp clustering

Let X = {�x1, . . . , �xn} be a set of objects represented as vectors. We want to group these objects into k clusters. The

resulting clustering scheme cs partitions X into clusters cs = {�c1, . . . , �ck}. Each cluster �ct (1 � t � k) is represented by the

centroid vector of the cluster. For notational convenience, we will use �ct to represent the centroid vector of the cluster and

ct to denot the set of objects that belong to the cluster depending on the context.

K-means clustering is one of themost popular statistical clustering techniques [45,46]. The objective is to assign n objects

to k clusters. The process begins by randomly choosing k objects as the centroids of the k clusters. The objects are assigned
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to one of the k clusters based on the minimum value of the distance d(�xl, �ct) between the object vector �xl and the cluster

vector �ct . The distance d(�xl, �ct) can be the standard Euclidean distance.

After the assignment of all the objects to various clusters, the new centroid vectors of the clusters are calculated as:

�ct =
∑

�xl∈ct
�xl

| ct | , where 1 � t � k.

Here | ct | is a cardinality of cluster ct .The process stops when the centroids of clusters stabilize, i.e. the centroid vectors

from the previous iteration are identical to those generated in the current iteration.

2.1.2. Fuzzy c-means algorithm

The fuzzy c-means (FCM) was originally proposed by Dunn in 1973 [18] and improved by Bezdek in 1981 [20]. It was one

of the first soft clustering techniques that allowed objects to belong to two or more clusters with a degree of belonging to

clusters. Fuzzy c-means minimizes the objective function:

n∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

umij d(�xi, �cj), 1 < m < ∞ (1)

where n is the number of objects and each object is a d-dimensional vector. A parameterm is any real number greater than

1, uij is the degree of membership of the i-th object (�xi) in the cluster j, and d(�xi, �cj) is the Euclidean distance between an

object and a cluster center cj .

The degree of membership given by a matrix �u for objects on the edge of a cluster, may have a lesser degree than objects

in the center of a cluster. But, the sum of these coefficients for any given object xi is defined to be 1.

k∑
j=1

uij = 1 ∀i. (2)

In fuzzy c-means, the centroid of a cluster is obtained by average of all objects, weighted by their degree of membership

to a cluster:

�cj =
∑n

i=1 umij �xi∑n
i=1 u

m
ij

. (3)

FCM is an iterative algorithm that terminates if

max
(∣∣∣ut+1

ij − utij

∣∣∣
)

< δ (4)

where δ is a termination criterion between 0 and 1, and t is the iteration step. Pal et al. [23] proposed a variation of fuzzy

c-means algorithm called possibilistic c-means by relaxing the restriction given by Eq. (2).

2.1.3. Evidential c-means algorithm

Evidence theory based on belief functions formed the basis of a soft clustering algorithm technique proposed by Denoeux

and Masson [22], which builds on the fuzzy c-means algorithm. The original proposal assigned basic belief mass to only k

clusters from the set of cluster cs, which was further generalized by the authors by assigning basic belief mass to the power

set 2cs of clusters resulting in 2k possible assignments of basic belief mass. This generalized algorithm is called evidential

c-means ECM [25]. The 2cs subsets of cs in the ECM algorithm model all situations ranging from complete ignorance to full

certainty concerning the membership of an object.

The ECM algorithmfirst obtains a credal partition followed by a separate treatment of an empty set of the credal partition

in order to obtain basic belief assignment (bba) for all 2k classes. The similarity between an object and a cluster is measured

using the Euclidean metric. In order to obtain the final solution matrix, the problem is represented as an unconstrained

optimization problem and solved using an iterative algorithm.

Hence, for a dataset that has 3 clusters, ECM generates 23 = 8 different bba valuesmi for an object �xi. These eight values

correspond to the knowledge regarding the class membership of the object �xi. If a bba value of an object �xi for a cluster �cj
is 1, then we can say that cluster assignment of �xi is known with certainty. For any other case, we have partial knowledge

about cluster membership of an object (0 < bba < 1); no knowledge about cluster membership of an object (based on

the bba for the entire set of clusters cs), and outlier characteristics of an object (based on bba of the empty set ∅). Masson

and Denoeux [26] have further extended the evidential soft clustering by proposing an ensemble clustering under the belief

function framework. The representation of no knowledge and identification of outliers is one of the major strengths of the

clustering based on belief function theory.
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2.2. Rough clustering

Due to space limitations, some familiaritywith rough set theory is assumed [29]. Rough setswere originally proposed us-

ing equivalence relations. However, it is possible to define a pair of lower and upper bounds (lower(ct), upper(ct)) or a rough
set for every set ct ⊆ X as long as the properties specified by Pawlak [29] are satisfied. In addition to (lower(ct), upper(ct)),
we will also use the term boundary region of ct denoted by bnd(ct) = upper(ct)− lower(ct). Yao et al. [2] described various

generalizations of rough sets by relaxing the assumptions of an underlying equivalence relation. Such a trend towards gen-

eralization is also evident in roughmereology proposed by Polkowski and Skowron [47] and the use of information granules

in a distributed environment by Skowron and Stepaniuk. The present study uses such a generalized view of rough sets. If

one adopts a more restrictive view of rough set theory, the rough sets developed in this paper may have to be looked upon

as interval sets.

Let us consider a hypothetical classification scheme

X/p = {c1, c2, . . . , ck} (5)

that partitions the set X based on an equivalence relation p. Let us assumedue to insufficient knowledge that it is not possible

to precisely describe the sets ct, 1 � t � k, in the partition. Based on the available information, however, it is possible to

define each set ct ∈ X/p using its lower lower(ct) and upper upper(ct) bounds.
We are considering the upper and lower bounds of only a few subsets of X . Therefore, it is not possible to verify all the

properties of the rough sets [29]. However, the family of upper and lower bounds of ct ∈ X/p are required to follow some of

the basic rough set properties such as:

(P1) An object �x can be part of at most one lower bound;
(P2) �x ∈ lower(ct) ⇒ �x ∈ upper(ct);
(P3) An object �x is not part of any lower bound ⇔ �x belongs to two or more upper bounds.

Property (P1) emphasizes the fact that a lower bound is included in a set. If two sets are mutually exclusive, their lower

bounds should not overlap. Property (P2) confirms the fact that the lower bound is contained in the upper bound. Property

(P3) is applicable to the objects in the boundary regions, which are defined as the differences between upper and lower

bounds. The exactmembership of objects in the boundary region is ambiguous. Therefore, property (P3) states that an object

cannot belong to only a single boundary region. Property (P3) is specific to the rough sets interpretation of lower and upper

bounds. Yao [3] provided a comprehensive generalization of the lower and upper bounds using the interval set algebra. Yao

et al. [9] further explored the implications of interval set algebra for cluster analysis. While the approach proposed in this

paper uses the traditional rough set model, future work will extend the proposed qualitative clustering based on interval

set cluster analysis.

Note that (P1)–(P3) are not necessarily independent or complete. However, enumerating them will be helpful later in

understanding the rough set adaptation of evolutionary, neural, and statistical clusteringmethods. In the context of decision-

theoretic rough set model, Yao and Zhao [12] provide a more detailed discussion on the important properties of rough sets

and positive, boundary, and negative regions.

Incorporating rough sets into K-means clustering requires the addition of the concept of lower and upper bounds. Calcu-

lation of the centroids of clusters from conventional K-means needs to be modified to include the effects of these bounds.

The modified centroid calculations for rough sets are then given by: if lower(�c) 
= ∅ and bnd(�c) = ∅
�c =

∑
�x∈lower(�c) �x

|lower(�c)|
else if lower(�c) = ∅ and bnd(�c) 
= ∅

�c =
∑

�x∈bnd(�c) �x
|bnd(�c)|

else

�c = wlower ×
∑

�x∈lower(�c) �x
|lower(�c)| + wupper ×

∑
�x∈bnd(�c) �x
|bnd(�c)| . (6)

The parameterswlower andwupper correspond to the relative importance of lower and upper bounds, andwlower +wupper = 1.

If the upper bound of each cluster were equal to its lower bound, the clusters would be conventional clusters. Therefore,

the boundary region bnd(�c) will be empty, and the second term in the equation will be ignored. Thus, Eq. (6) will reduce to

conventional centroid calculations.

The next step in the modification of the K-means algorithms for rough sets is to design criteria to determine whether an

object belongs to the upper or lower bound of a cluster given as follows. For each object vector �x, let d(�x, �cj) be the distance

between itself and the centroid of cluster �cj . Let d(�x, �ci) = min1�j�k d(�x, �cj). The ratio d(�x, �ci)/d(�x, �cj), 1 � i, j � k, is used

to determine the membership of �x. Let T = {j : d(�x, �ci)/d(�x, �cj) � threshold and i 
= j}.
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1. If T 
= ∅, �x ∈ upper(ci) and �x ∈ upper(cj), ∀j ∈ T . Furthermore, �x is not part of any lower bound. The above criterion

guarantees that property (P3) is satisfied.

2. Otherwise, if T = ∅, �x ∈ lower(ci). In addition, by property (P3), �x ∈ upper(ci).

Rough clustering is gaining increasing attention from researchers. The rough K-means approach, in particular, has been a

subject of further research. Peters [35] discussed various deficiencies of Lingras andWest’s original proposal [38]. The first set

of independently suggested alternatives by Peters are similar to the Eq. (6). Peters also suggests the use of ratios of distances

as opposed to differences between distances similar to those used in the rough set based Kohonen algorithm described

in [39]. The use of ratios is a better solution than differences. The differences vary based on the values in input vectors. The

ratios, on the other hand, are not susceptible to the input values. Peters [35] has proposed additional significantmodifications

to rough K-means that improve the algorithm in a number of aspects. The refined rough K-means algorithm simplifies the

calculations of the centroid by ensuring that lower bound of every cluster has at least one object. It also improves the quality

of clusters as clusters with empty lower bound have a limited basis for its existence. Peters tested the refined rough K-means

for various datasets. The experiments were used to analyze the convergence, dependency on the initial cluster assignment,

study of Davies–Boulden index, and to show that the boundary region can be interpreted as a security zone as opposed to

the unambiguous assignments of objects to clusters in conventional clustering. Despite the refinements, Peters concluded

that there are additional areas in which the rough K-means needs further improvement, namely in terms of selection of

parameters.

2.3. Preference based decision theory

Fishburn’s [1] seminal work in 1970 on preference based decision theory forms the basis of our work. Fishburn suggested

that the qualitative notionof preferences plays a significant part in our decisionmaking.Heprovided rigorous axiomatic pref-

erence structures and their numerical representation. The axioms or conditions on preference structures provide consistent

and coherent decision making. These axioms also enable a structured and simplified reasoning process.

Based on certain criteria, it may be possible to partially order set X of objects using a set of dominance or preference

relations [8] defined as follows:

Strict preference relation: Let �xi and �xj be two vectors. If �xj is worse than �xi, then �xi � �xj . Assuming that �xi 
= �xj 
= �xl , the
strict preference relation obeys the following properties:

Transitivity: (�xi � �xj) ∧ (�xj � �xl) ⇒ �xi � �xl .
Asymmetry: �xi � �xj ⇒ ¬(�xj � �xi).

Indifference relation: Let �xi and �xj be two vectors. If �xi and �xj are similar, then �xi ∼ �xj . Assuming that �xi 
= �xj 
= �xl , the
indifference relation obeys the following properties:

Transitivity: (�xi ∼ �xj) ∧ (�xj ∼ �xl) ⇒ �xi ∼ �xl .
Symmetry: �xi ∼ �xj ⇒ �xj ∼ �xi.
Reflexivity: �xi ∼ �xi.

Dominance relation: Let �xi and �xj be two vectors. If �xi is no worse than �xj , then �xi � �xj . The dominance relation is transitive:

(�xi � �xj) ∧ (�xj � �xl) ⇒ �xi � �xl .

The three relations defined above are related to each other as follows:

�xi � �xj ⇔ ¬(�xj � �xi),�xi � �xj ∧ �xj � �xi ⇔ �xj ∼ �xi,�xi � �xj ∨ �xi ∼ �xj ⇔ �xj � �xi.
In dominance based rough sets, attributeswith totally ordereddomains are called criteria [13–16]. The objects are ordered

based on the decision class they belong to. Greco et al. [14–16] assumed monotonicity constraints, i.e. a higher evaluation

of an object on an attribute, with other evaluations being fixed, should not decrease its assignment to the class. Greco et

al. [14–16] claim that the ordinal classification problem with monotonicity constraints is similar to classification problem

in machine learning with two additional constraints. The first constraint is that there is an ordinal scale on each attribute

and between class indices. The second constraint stipulates that the expected class index increases with increasing values

on attributes. Despite the monotonic data, we could have a situation where an object �xi may not be worse than another

object �xj on all attributes, but, �xi is assigned to a worse class than �xj , violating the monotonicity. Greco et al. [14–16] used

rough set theory to deal with such inconsistency by proposing Dominance-based Rough Set Approach (DRSA). Dominance

based rough set theory is attracting research interest. DRSA has been used successfully in a number of applications such as

bankruptcy risk prediction, breast cancer diagnosis, house pricing, credit rating, and liver disorder diagnosis [14–16]. Chen

and Tzeng [13] proposed an efficient implementation of DRSA. Combination of dominance relations frommultiple criteria is

one of the important features of the recent research using dominance relation. The present study uses some of the concepts

proposed by Greco et al. [14–16] and Chen and Tzeng [13] for analyzing crisp and rough clustering.
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2.4. Decision theoretic rough sets

Yao et al. [6] first proposed the notion of decision theoretic rough setmodel in 1990. Yao andWong [7] further formalized

the decision theoretic framework in the context of rough set theory. The generalized rough set models [2] in combination

with the earlier decision theoretic approach led to a more generalized decision theoretic rough set framework [4,5,11,12].

The generalized framework can exist in the absence of an equivalence relation that was the basis of the original rough set

proposal. The framework used the abstract notion of positive, negative, and boundary regions from rough set theory to

describe a three-way decision theory. The three decisions consist of acceptance of, rejection of, or non-commitment to a

hypothesis. The most general case uses a preference relation. The conventional rough sets based on equivalence relations

can be formulated using the preference relations. Similarly, the decision theoretic rough sets are described using preference

relations.

This special issuedescribes furtherdevelopments indecision theoretic rough set. Jia et al. address the issueof optimization

in decision theoretic rough set [48], which is further explored by Shao et al. [49] through complexity reduction in generating

decision rules. Li and Yang [50] focus on axiomatic characteristics of probabilistic rough set. Liu et al. [51] broaden the

traditional classification in rough set theory by using logistic regression based on decision theory. Qian et al. [52] explore

the decision theoretic rough set from granular computing perspective. Azam and Yao [53] incorporate the game theoretic

aspects, an important domain of decision theory, in rough set context. Feature selection is one of the major applications of

rough set theory, which is studied using cost considerations by Min et al. [54]. The issue of incomplete data in probabilistic

rough set is addressed by Grzymala-Busse et al. [55].

The formulation of three-way decision theory is based on binary classification. Lingras et al. [41] generalized the three-

way decisionmaking approach tomulti-class problem and used it tomeasure the quality of unsupervised clustering [40,42].

A more rigorous treatment of decision theoretic framework for multi-class rough set can be found in [10], as well as in

this special issue by Zhou [56]. Since this paper focuses on the unsupervised clustering problem rather than supervised

classification problem, we will use category as a more general term to denote either the classes or clusters. When the

three-way decision theoretic approach is extended to k category problem, we are faced with 2k − 1 decisions.

2.5. Decision theory and clustering

As mentioned before, Lingras used the multi-class (2k − 1)-way decision theoretic model for studying rough clustering

within a decision theoretic framework [40]. They used the decision theoretic framework to propose a cost-benefit analysis

for evaluating cluster quality of crisp and rough clustering [42]. They described how the cost-benefit proposal can be applied

for making decisions about clustering of customers for promotional campaigns in a retail store. The implications of using

decision theoretic rough setswith rough clustering is also addressed in this special issue by Li et al. [57]. Yu et al. in a series of

publications [43,44,58] studied the problem of soft clusteringwithin the decision theoretic framework. Yu et al. [58] applied

decision theoretic rough set theory to agglomerative hierarchical clustering,which is further refined in this special issue [59].

The hierarchical agglomerative clustering starts with the number of clusters to be the same as the number of objects and

successivelymerges those clusters thatwill result in the least degradation of quality. Yu et al.’s approach suggested a decision

theoretic rough set based cluster quality index that stopped the hierarchical agglomeration to provide the optimal number of

clustering. Their approach eliminates the need to predetermine the number of clusters. However, it can be computationally

expensive for large datasets.

Yu and Wang [44] used a probability function and the three-way decision theory to create soft/overlapping clusters.

For an object, the acceptance decision for a cluster i will result in the inclusion of the object to the lower bound of the

cluster. The non-commitment decision leads to the object being a part of the upper bound of cluster, and the rejec-

tion decision means that the object does not belong to the upper bound of the cluster. The probability function used by

Yu and Wang was density based. However, their approach can be applied with probability functions based on any other

criteria.

The concept of automated or parameter-less is further extended by Yu and Chu [43] in a knowledge-oriented clustering,

where theyprovide amore efficient versionof hierarchical agglomerative clusteringby startingwithfiner granules of clusters

and merging them using a cluster quality measure based on decision theoretic rough sets.

3. Qualitative crisp clustering

We will be dealing with clustering schemes based on multiple criteria. Therefore, we will use subscripts to distin-

guish them from each other. Each clustering scheme csv partitions X into kv clusters, i.e. csv = {�cv1, . . . , �cvkv}. As men-

tioned earlier, �cvt represents the centroid vector of the cluster and cvt represents the set of objects that belong to the

cluster.

Unlike classification, clustering does not have any known decision classes. So the value of decision class cannot be used

in creating the set of dominance relations. However, if the clustering is based on monolithic criteria such as visit pattern

for customers to a retail store, one can look at the resulting clusters and provide a partial order among the clusters in csv.

Number of visits can be used as an indication of the customer loyalty. The criteriamay be simple such as total visits or a little
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more complicated based on monthly visits distribution such as 50th, 85th, and 95th percentile monthly visit values [40]. In

either case, one can identify some clusters that contain more loyal customers than others.

In crisp clustering, wewill use only the strict preference and indifference relations to specify the partial ordering between

objects and cluster centroids. All the objects will be similar to exactly one centroid. That is for each object �xt , there exists

one and only one �cvi such that �xt ∼v �cvi. For the two centroids �cvi and �cvj there are three possibilities:

• �cvi �v �cvj .• �cvj �v �cvi.• There is no relation between �cvi and �cvj . We will write this as: �cvi?v�cvj .
Relationship between individual pair of objects and centroid vectors can be inferred by the transitivity axioms for strict

preference and indifference relations as well as the following axiom:

�xs ∼v �cvi ∧ �xt ∼v �cvj ∧ �cvi �v �cvj,
�

�xs �v �xt ∧ �xs �v �cvj ∧ �cvi �v �xt .
(7)

If one cannot infer any relationship between two objects �xs and �xt , we assume that there is no relation, i.e. �xs?v�xt .
The dominance relations do not fully capture the extent of dominance of one object over another. Therefore, we introduce

thenotionof degreeof dominance. In order tounderstand thenotionof degreeof dominance,weneed to extend thenotations

of dominance relations.

Let csv be a clustering scheme. Let �xt1 , �xt1+1, . . . , �xt1+t2 be t1 + t2 + 1 vectors representing objects or cluster centroids.

Let us assume that

�xt1 �v �xt1+1, �xt1+1 �v �xt1+2, . . . , �xt1+t2−1 �v �xt1+t2 .

We will abbreviate such ordering as follows:

�xt1 �v, . . . , �v �xt1+t2 .

Degree of the dominance relation: If there exist at most d (d � 0) vectors between �xi and �xj so that �xi �v �x1 �v, . . . , �v�xd �v �xj , then the degree of the dominance relation under the clustering scheme csv is d+ 1. It can be expressed as follows:

�xi �v �x1 �v, . . . , �v �xd �v �xj (d � 0) → degree(�xi �v �xj) = d + 1.

If ¬(�xi �v �xj) then degree(�xi �v �xj) is defined as follows:

• If �xj �v �xi, then degree(�xi �v �xj) = −degree(�xj �v �xi).• If �xi ∼v �xj , then degree(�xi ∼v �xj) = 0.

• If no relation exists between �xi and �xj , i.e. �xi?v�xj , then degree(�xi �v �xj) = 0.

We can derive the following useful properties for degrees of dominance:

• If �xi ∈ �cvt1 and �xj ∈ �cvt2 , then degree(�xi �v �xj) = degree(�cvt1 �v �cvt2).• If �xi �v �x1 �v, . . . , �v �xd �v �xj , then degree(�xi �v �xj) = degree(�xi �v �xh) + degree(�xh �v �xj) (1 � h � d).
• If �xi �v �xj , then degree(�xi �v �xj) > 0.

• If �xj �v �xi, then degree(�xi �v �xj) < 0.

Example 1. Let X = {�x1, . . . , �x18} be customers to a retail store. We first cluster the customers based on their visit pattern

as a surrogate for loyalty, resulting in a clustering scheme csv. Fig. 1 shows that csv partitions the objects into two clusters

denoted as csv = {�cv1, �cv2}. Clusters are separated by dashed line. The customers in cluster cv1 visit more frequently than

those in cv2. Therefore, we get �cv1 �v �cv2.
Let us also cluster these customers based on their spending habits as shown in Fig. 2. The resulting spending based

clustering scheme css partitions the objects into four clusters denoted as css = {�cs1, �cs2, �cs3, �cs4}. We can create a strict

preference order based on spending as �cs1 �s �cs2 �s �cs3 �s �cs4. Please note that while the objects are partially ordered, it

is assumed that there is a total order among clusters.

Table 1 shows the relations between objects under the clustering scheme based on visits. Table 2 shows the relations

between objects under the clustering scheme based on spending.

Table 3 and Table 4 show the degrees of the dominance in csv and css, respectively.
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Fig. 1. The partition of objects by csv .

Fig. 2. The partition of objects by css .

Table 1

�xi �v �xj .
������cvi

�cvj �cv1 �cv2
������xi

�xj �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7, �x8, �x9 �x1, �x2, �x3
�x10, �x11, �x12, �x13, �x14 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18

�cv1 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7, �x8, �x9 ∼v �v�x10, �x11, �x12, �x13, �x14
�cv2 �x1, �x2, �x3 – ∼v�x15, �x16, �x17, �x18

4. Qualitative combination of crisp clustering scheme

Different clustering schemes are usually based on different criteria. For example, customers for a retail store may be

clustered separately on their spending potential and their loyalty. Actual spending patterns can be used as a measure of

their spending potential. Their frequency of visits can be used as a surrogate measure of their loyalty. In order to group

these customers on both the criteria, we will have to combine the two clustering schemes. This section proposes a rule for

qualitative combination of clustering scheme. In the next section, we will analyze corresponding quantitative combination.
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Table 2

�xi �s �xj .
������csi

�csj �cs1 �cs2 �cs3 �cs4
������xi

�xj
�x1, �x2, �x3 �x4, �x5 �x8, �x9 �x12, �x13, �x14

�x6, �x7 �x10, �x11 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18
�cs1 �x1, �x2, �x3 ∼s �s �s �s

�cs2 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 – ∼s �s �s

�cs3 �x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 – – ∼s �s

�cs4 �x12, �x13, �x14 – – – ∼s�x15, �x16, �x17, �x18

Table 3

degree(�xi �v �xj).
������cvi

�cvj �cv1 �cv2
������xi

�xj �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7, �x8, �x9 �x1, �x2, �x3
�x10, �x11, �x12, �x13, �x14 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18

�cv1 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7, �x8, �x9 0 1�x10, �x11, �x12, �x13, �x14
�cv2 �x1, �x2, �x3 −1 0�x15, �x16, �x17, �x18

Table 4

degree(�xi �s �xj).
������csi

�csj �cs1 �cs2 �cs3 �cs4
������xi

�xj �x1, �x2, �x3 �x4, �x5 �x8, �x9 �x12, �x13, �x14
�x6, �x7 �x10, �x11 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18

�cs1 �x1, �x2, �x3 0 1 2 3

�cs2 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 −1 0 1 2

�cs3 �x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 −2 −1 0 1

�cs4 �x12, �x13, �x14 −3 −2 −1 0�x15, �x16, �x17, �x18

The qualitative combination can be efficiently implemented by first taking the intersection of the clusters from original

clustering schemes.

Let csv and css be two clustering schemes.

csv = {�cv1, . . . , �cvkv},
css = {�cs1, . . . , �csks},

kv and ks are the number of clusters for csv and css, respectively. Combination of clustering schemes csv and css will be given

as:

csv⊕s = {�cvi ∩ �csj | �cvi ∩ �csj 
= ∅}.

Let kv⊕s be the number of clusters for csv⊕s. It can be easily verified that

max(kv, ks) � kv⊕s � kv ∗ ks.

The combined clusters will be formed by groups of similar objects given by the combined indifference relation, ∼v⊕s

defined as follows:

If �xt, �xr ∈ �ci ∩ �cj , then �xt ∼v⊕s �xr .
We also need to calculate the dominance relation and their degrees of dominance. In order to calculate the dominance,we

define the concept of weight that will make it possible for us to attach different importance to different clustering schemes.

Weight: Let �v and �s be two relations. Without loss of generality, we will assume that �v is more important than �s. The

weight between�v and�s will be an integer value greater than or equal to 1 denoted by
�v�s

. We can also specify the inverse

as
�s�v

= 1�v�s

.
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Fig. 3. The partition of objects with visits and spending.

Table 5

degree(�xi �v⊕s �xj) when
�v�s

= 1.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

������xi
�xj �x1, �x2, �x3 �x4, �x5 �x8, �x9 �x12, �x13, �x14 �x15, �x16

�x6, �x7 �x10, �x11 �x17, �x18
�c1 �x1, �x2, �x3 0 0 1 2 3

�c2 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 0 0 1 2 3

�c3 �x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 −1 −1 0 1 2

�c4 �x12, �x13, �x14 −2 −2 −1 0 1

�c5 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18 −3 −3 −2 −1 0

Assuming
�v�s

� 1, we define the degree of dominance for the combined clustering scheme as:

degree(�cvi ∩ �cst �v⊕s �cvj ∩ �csr) = �v

�s

∗ degree(�cvi �v �cvj) + degree(�cst �s �csr).

Let �ci, �cj ∈ cv⊕s. The degree defined above will then be used to define the strict preference relation between �ci and �cj as:
• If degree(�ci �v⊕s �cj) > 0 then �ci �v⊕s �cj• else if degree(�ci �v⊕s �cj) < 0 then �cj �v⊕s �ci• else if ¬(�ci ∼v⊕s �cj) and degree(�ci �v⊕s �cj) = 0 there is no relation between �ci and �cj , i.e. �ci?v⊕s�cj .

Relationship between individual pair of objects in two different combined clusters can be inferred by the transitivity

axioms for strict preference and indifference relations as well as axiom 7 that defines the transitivity between ∼ and �.

Example 2. We use the same dataset presented in Example 1. We want to group the customers based on a combination of

loyalty and spending. It is obvious that the combined clustering schemewill have five clusters. As can be seen from Fig. 3, five

clusters C = {�c1, . . . , �c5} are represented by centroid vectors outlined by solid lines. Table 5, Table 7, and Table 9 present

the degrees of dominance for the combined clustering schemes, csv⊕s, by using
�v�s

= 1,
�v�s

= 3 and
�s�v

= 3, respectively.

Table 6, Table 8 and Table 10 show the corresponding dominance relationships.

5. Qualitative and quantitative combination of crisp clustering

The previous section discussed qualitative combination of two clustering schemes. In this section, we discuss the conven-

tional quantitative alternative used for clustering based onmulticriteria, and study the resulting set of dominance relations.

The conventional solution to combine two criteria is tomultiply the numeric values of the two criteriawith differentweights

dependingon their relative importance. Theweightednumeric values are then clusteredusing an algorithmsuch asK-means.
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Table 6

�xi �v⊕s �xj when
�v�s

= 1.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

������xi
�xj �x1, �x2, �x3 �x4, �x5 �x8, �x9 �x12, �x13, �x14 �x15, �x16

�x6, �x7 �x10, �x11 �x17, �x18
�c1 �x1, �x2, �x3 ∼v⊕s ?v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c2 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 ?v⊕s ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c3 �x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 – – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c4 �x12, �x13, �x14 – – – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s

�c5 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18 – – – – ∼v⊕s

Table 7

degree(�xi �v⊕s �xj) when
�v�s

= 3.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

������xi
�xj �x1, �x2, �x3 �x4, �x5 �x8, �x9 �x12, �x13, �x14 �x15, �x16

�x6, �x7 �x10, �x11 �x17, �x18
�c1 �x1, �x2, �x3 0 −2 −1 0 3

�c2 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 2 0 1 2 5

�c3 �x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 1 −1 0 1 4

�c4 �x12, �x13, �x14 0 −2 −1 0 3

�c5 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18 −3 −5 −4 −3 0

Table 8

�xi �v⊕s �xj when
�v�s

= 3.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

������xi
�xj �x1, �x2, �x3 �x4, �x5 �x8, �x9 �x12, �x13, �x14 �x15, �x16

�x6, �x7 �x10, �x11 �x17, �x18
�c1 �x1, �x2, �x3 ∼v⊕s – – ?v⊕s �v⊕s

�c2 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 �v⊕s ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c3 �x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 �v⊕s – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c4 �x12, �x13, �x14 ?v⊕s – – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s

�c5 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18 – – – – ∼v⊕s

Table 9

degree(�xi �v⊕s �xj) when
�s�v

= 3.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

������xi
�xj �x1, �x2, �x3 �x4, �x5 �x8, �x9 �x12, �x13, �x14 �x15, �x16

�x6, �x7 �x10, �x11 �x17, �x18
�c1 �x1, �x2, �x3 0 2 5 8 9

�c2 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 −2 0 3 6 7

�c3 �x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 −5 −3 0 3 4

�c4 �x12, �x13, �x14 −8 −6 −3 0 1

�c5 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18 −9 −7 −4 −1 0

Table 10

�xi �v⊕s �xj when
�s�v

= 3.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

������xi
�xj �x1, �x2, �x3 �x4, �x5 �x8, �x9 �x12, �x13, �x14 �x15, �x16

�x6, �x7 �x10, �x11 �x17, �x18
�c1 �x1, �x2, �x3 ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c2 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c3 �x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 – – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c4 �x12, �x13, �x14 – – – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s

�c5 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18 – – – – ∼v⊕s

We use a synthetic retail dataset that is similar to the small dataset presented in Examples 1 and 2 to analyze the

quantitative combination of crisp clustering. The structure of the synthetic dataset – shown in Fig. 4 – is the same as the one

used in Examples 1 and 2. The five clusters in Fig. 4 are in the same region in the combined space as that in Fig. 3. The only

difference being that the clusters in synthetic dataset have more objects to further validate the feasibility of our approach.

The quantitative combination was done by varying the pair of weights for (v, s) from (0, 1) to (1, 0) with an increment

or decrement of 0.1. For each pair of weights we got five clusters as shown in Fig. 4. The combined clusters were ranked

based on the values of their centroid vectors. Let �ci = (cvi, csi). The value of �ci =
√
c2vi + c2si.
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Fig. 4. Synthetic data for combining crisp clustering.

Table 11

Dominance relations between clusters for crisp clustering for synthetic data.

ωv ωs Dominance relations
�v�s

Dominance relations

0.9 0.1

�c3 � �c2 � �c4 � �c1 � �c5

9 �c2 � �c3 � �c4 � �c1 � �c50.8 0.2 4

0.75 0.25 3

�c2 � �c3 � �c1 � �c5
�c2 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5

�c1?�c4
0.7 0.3 7

3
�c2 � �c3 � �c1 � �c4 � �c5

0.6 0.4 3
2

�c2 � �c1 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5
0.5 0.5 �c2 � �c3 � �c1 � �c4 � �c5 1

�c1 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5
�c2 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5

�c1?�c2
0.4 0.6

�c1 � �c2 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5

2
3

�c1 � �c2 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5
0.3 0.7 3

7

0.25 0.75 1
3

0.2 0.8 1
4

0.1 0.9 1
9

Since the synthetic dataset in Fig. 4 is similar to the one used in Examples 1 and 2, the resulting qualitative combination

yields the same results as shown in Example 2. Table 11 shows the results for selected weights that produce dominance

relations similar to the qualitative combinations using three weights.

Table 11 shows a correspondence between qualitative and quantitative combinations. The qualitative combinations allow

us to specify no relation between clusters, while we will usually have a strict dominance relation between quantitatively

combined clusters. Sometimes such a partial dominance relation may be more suitable. For example, customers in cluster

c1 are less loyal but bigger spenders than those in cluster c2. Therefore, it is not obvious that c1 is better or worse than c2,

when both visits and spending are equally weighted. This fact is captured by the qualitative combination, which chooses to

specify no relation between the two clusters. The qualitative combination may also be useful in cases where one can only

communicate individual clustering schemes due to privacy considerations in sharing attribute values or due to large com-

munication costs. It can also be useful for simply devising an appropriate weighting scheme for a quantitative combination

scheme.

6. Qualitative rough clustering

The rough set based clustering makes it possible for the cluster boundaries to overlap through the introduction of a

boundary region. Let us consider a rough clustering scheme rcv = {�cv1, . . . , �cvkv}. Each rough cluster cvi will be represented

by a rough set (lower(cvi), upper(cvi)). Let bnd(cvi) = upper(cvi) − lower(cvi) be the boundary region of cvi.

Similar to its crisp counterpart, in rough clustering,wewill use the strict preference relation to specify the partial ordering

between cluster centroids �cvi. For the two centroids �cvi and �cvj there are three possibilities:
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• �cvi �v �cvj .• �cvj �v �cvi.• �cvi?v�cvj .
All the objects in lower(cvi) will be similar to exactly one centroid. That is, for each object �xt ∈ lower(cvi), there exists

one and only one �cvi such that �xt ∼v �cvi.
Relationship between individual pair of objects in lower bounds of clusters can be defined as follows:

• If �xt, �xr ∈ lower(cvi), then �xt ∼v �xr .• If �xt ∈ lower(cvi) and �xr ∈ lower(cvj) and �cvi �v �cvj , then �xt �v �xr .• If �xt ∈ lower(cvi) and �xr ∈ lower(cvj) and �cvi?v�cvj , then �xt?v�xr .
The objects in the boundary region belong to two or more clusters. This fact can be accommodated in dominance based

qualitative framework by the addition of a roughly similar relation § v for a rough clustering scheme rcv. An object �xb in the

boundary region bnd(cvi)will be related to �cvi as �xb § v�cvi. For every object �xb in the boundary region, there will exist at least

two clusters �cvi and �cvj such that �xb § v�cvi and �xb § v�cvj .
Assuming that �xi 
= �xj , the roughly similar relation obeys the following properties:

Symmetry: �xi § v�xj ⇒ �xj § v�xi.
Reflexivity: �xi § v�xi.

Unlike the indifference relation, the roughly similar relation does not obey the transitivity axiom. Instead, we infer the

roughly similar relations through the cluster centroids as follows:

• If �xa § v�cvi and �xb § v�cvi, then �xa § v�xb.• If �xa § v�cvi and �xb ∼v �cvi, then �xa § v�xb.
Based on the indifference and roughly similar relations, we can define the lower, upper, and boundary regions as follows:

lower(cvi) = {�xt|�xt ∼v �cvi}
upper(cvi) = {�xu|�xu § v�cvi ∨ (�xu ∼v �cvi)}.
bnd(cvi) = {�xb|�xb § v�cvi ∧ ¬(�xb ∼v �cvi)}.

The degree of dominance for cluster centroids and objects in their lower bounds can be defined using the same definition

as crisp clustering.

If either one or both of the objects �xa and �xb are in the boundary region, degree(�xa �v �xb) needs to defined using a rough

value [60] (d, d) as follows.

Let A = {�cvi|�xa ∈ upper(cvi)} and B = {�cvj|�xb ∈ upper(cvj)}.
d = min{degree(�cvi �v �cvj)|�cvi ∈ A, �cvj ∈ B},
d = max{degree(�cvi �v �cvj)|�cvi ∈ A, �cvj ∈ B}.

It should be noted that if both the objects �xa and �xb are in lower bounds of clusters, the above definition yields a rough

value such that:

d = d = degree(�xa �v �xb).
If �xa and �xb are in boundary regions and ¬(�xi § v�xj), the rough degree of dominance can be used to define dominance

relations between them as follows:

• Let degree(�xa �v �xb) = (d, d).
• If d = d = 0, then �xa?v�xb• else if d = 0 ∧ d > 0, then �xa �v �xb• else if d > 0 ∧ d > 0, then �xa �v �xb.

Example 3. We will illustrate the usefulness of rough clustering schemes by modifying our small customer dataset from

Example 1 by adding a few boundary region objects. As shown in Fig. 5, the rough clustering rsv of customers based on visits

still broadly falls into two clusters rsv = {�cv1, �cv2}. The objects previously in the crisp clusters are now in the lower bound

of those clusters as shown in Table 12. However, now we have three objects in the boundary region of these two clusters,

namely, �x19, �x20, �x21. Their rough degrees of dominance are given in Table 13.

The clustering of the augmented dataset based on spending rss also groups the objects into four clusters rss = {�cs1, �cs2,�cs3, �cs4}. The objects previously in the crisp clusters are now in the lower bound of those clusters as shown in Table 14.
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Fig. 5. The rough partition of objects by rsv .

Table 12

�xi �v �xj .
������cvi

�cvj lower(cv1) lower(cv2) bnd(cv1), bnd(cv2)

������xi
�xj �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 �x1, �x2, �x3

�x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 �x15, �x16 �x19 �x20 �x21
�x12, �x13, �x14 �x17, �x18

lower(cv1)

�x4, �x5, �x6, �x7
�x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 ∼v �v § v § v § v
�x12, �x13, �x14

lower(cv2)

�x1, �x2, �x3
�x15, �x16 – ∼v § v § v § v
�x17, �x18

bnd(cv1)
�x19

§ v § v § v § v § v
bnd(cv2)

�x20
�x21

Table 13

degree(�xi �v �xj).
������cvi

�cvj lower(cv1) lower(cv2) bnd(cv1), bnd(cv2)

������xi
�xj �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 �x1, �x2, �x3

�x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 �x15, �x16 �x19 �x20 �x21
�x12, �x13, �x14 �x17, �x18

lower(cv1)

�x4, �x5, �x6, �x7
�x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 0 1 (0, 1) (0, 1) (0, 1)
�x12, �x13, �x14

lower(cv2)

�x1, �x2, �x3
�x15, �x16 −1 0 (−1, 0) (−1, 0) (−1, 0)
�x17, �x18

bnd(cv1)
�x19

(−1, 0) (0, 1) (−1, 1) (−1, 1) (−1, 1)
bnd(cv2)

�x20
�x21

However, now we have one object �x19 in the boundary region of clusters cs1 and cs2. Its rough degree of dominance is given

in Table 15.

7. Qualitative combination of rough clustering

The qualitative combination of rough clustering can be implemented similar to the crisp clustering. The process is made

a little complicated by the fact that we need to calculate the lower and upper bounds of the combined clusters.

The lower bounds of combined clusters will be the intersections of the lower bounds of original clusters. Similarly, the

upper bounds of combined clusters will be the intersections of the upper bounds of original clusters. We will use the com-

bined cluster only if its upper bound is non-empty.
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Fig. 6. The rough partition of objects by rss .

Table 14

�xi �s �xj .
������csi

�csj bnd(cs1)
lower(cs1) lower(cs2) lower(cs3) lower(cs4) bnd(cs2)

������xi
�xj �x4, �x5 �x8, �x9 �x12, �x13, �x14

�x1, �x2, �x3 �x6, �x7 �x10, �x11 �x15, �x16, �x17 �x19
�x20 �x18, �x21

lower(cs1) �x1, �x2, �x3 ∼s �s �s �s § s

lower(cs2)
�x4, �x5
�x6, �x7 – ∼s �s �s § s

lower(cs3)
�x8, �x9, �x10
�x11, �x20 – – ∼s �s –

lower(cs4)

�x12, �x13, �x14
�x15, �x16, �x17 – – – ∼s –

�x18, �x21
bnd(cs1) �x19 § s § s – – § s
bnd(cs2)

Table 15

degree(�xi �s �xj).
������csi

�csj bnd(cs1)
lower(cs1) lower(cs2) lower(cs3) lower(cs4) bnd(cs2)

������xi
�xj �x4, �x5 �x8, �x9 �x12, �x13, �x14

�x1, �x2, �x3 �x6, �x7 �x10, �x11 �x15, �x16, �x17 �x19
�x20 �x18, �x21

lower(cs1) �x1, �x2, �x3 0 1 2 3 (0, 1)

lower(cs2)
�x4, �x5
�x6, �x7 −1 0 1 2 (−1, 0)

lower(cs3)
�x8, �x9, �x10
�x11, �x20 −2 −1 0 1 (−2, −1)

lower(cs4)

�x12, �x13, �x14
�x15, �x16, �x17 −3 −2 −1 0 (−3, −2)

�x18, �x21
bnd(cs1)
bnd(cs2) �x19 (−1, 0) (0, 1) (1, 2) (2, 3) (−1, 1)

Let rsv and rss be two rough clustering schemes.

rsv = {�cv1, . . . , �cvkv},
rss = {�cs1, . . . , �csks}.
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kv and ks are the number of clusters for rsv and rss, respectively. Combination of clustering schemes rsv and rss will be given

as:

rsv⊕s =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
�cl

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

lower(cl) = lower(cvi) ∩ lower(csj)∧
upper(cl) = upper(cvi) ∩ upper(csj) 
= ∅,

∀�cvi ∈ rsv ∧ ∀�csj ∈ rss

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

Let kv⊕s be the number of clusters for rsv⊕s. Similar to the combination of crisp clusters, it can be easily verified that

max(kv, ks) � kv⊕s � kv ∗ ks.

Combined indifference relations ∼v⊕s will be defined as follows: If �xt, �xr ∈ lower(ci), then �xt ∼v⊕s �xr , where �ci ∈ rsv⊕s.

Combined roughly similar relations § v⊕s will be defined as follows: If�xt, �xr ∈ upper(ci), then�xt § v⊕s�xr , where�ci ∈ rsv⊕s.

Before calculating dominance relations for combined clustering scheme, we will first define the concept of distance

between clusters, which will be useful in distribution of objects in the boundary region. For the original clustering schemes,

the distance between two clusters is given as absolute value of their degree of dominance, i.e.

distancev(�cvi, �cvj) = abs
(
degree(�cvi �v �cvj)) , and

distances(�csi, �csj) = abs
(
degree(�csi �s �csj)) .

It should be noted that since there is a strict ordering between clusters, the distance function obeys all the properties of

Euclidean distance in a one-dimensional space.

Let us now calculate the distance, degrees of dominance, and dominance relations between combined clusters.

Let �cl ∈ rsv⊕s such that

lower(cl) = lower(cvi) ∩ lower(cst) ∧ upper(cl) = upper(cvi) ∩ upper(cst) 
= ∅,

and �cm ∈ rsv⊕s such that

lower(cm) = lower(cvj) ∩ lower(csr) ∧ upper(cm) = upper(cvj) ∩ upper(csr) 
= ∅.

The distance between combined clusters will be a simple addition of the two distances given by:

distancev⊕s(�cl, �cm) = distancev(�cvi, �cvj) + distances(�cst, �csr).
In order to calculate the dominance,weuse the concept ofweight similar to the one used for combination of crisp clusters.

Assuming
�v�s

� 1, we define the degree of dominance for the combined clustering scheme as:

degree(�cl �v⊕s �cm) = �v

�s

∗degree(�cvi �v �cvj) + degree(�cst �s �csr).

Let �ci, �cj ∈ cv⊕s. The degree defined above will then be used to define the strict preference relation between �ci and �cj as:

If degree(�ci �v⊕s �cj) > 0 then �ci �v⊕s �cj
else if degree(�ci �v⊕s �cj) < 0 then �cj �v⊕s �ci
else if ¬(�ci ∼v⊕s �cj) and degree(�ci �v⊕s �cj) = 0 there is no relation between �ci and �cj , i.e. �ci?v⊕s�cj .

Relationship between individual pair of objects in lower bounds of two different combined clusters can be inferred by the

transitivity axioms for strict preference and indifference relations as well as axiom 7 that defines the transitivity between

∼ and �.

It should be noted here that the qualitative rough combinationmay lead to proliferation of combined clusterswith empty

lower bounds. We should eliminate such clusters. However, if some of the objects in the boundary region of these clusters

belong to none or only one of the remaining clusters, we may have to make it part of other neighboring clusters. This

assignment will preserve property (P3) of rough clustering. Neighboring clusters are defined using the distance between the

clusters. The specifics of eliminating the clusters are as follows.

• Let �xb be an object from an eliminated cluster.

• If �xb belongs to upper bound of two or more of the remaining clusters, there is no need to assign it to additional

clusters.
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Fig. 7. The distribution of data objects for rough clustering.

• If �xb belongs to upper bound of only one of the remaining clusters, �ci, then we assign �xb to the upper bounds of all

the clusters that are neighbors of �ci. The neighbors of �ci are calculated as follows.

– Let

d = min{distance(�cj, �ci) | �cj ∈ rsv⊕s ∧ lower(cj) 
= ∅}.

– Neighbours(�ci) = {�cj | distance(�cj, �ci) = d}
• If �xb belongs to upper bound of none of the remaining clusters, then it should be made part of upper bound of all

the remaining clusters.

Once we have eliminated the clusters with empty lower bounds, the final step is to calculate the rough degree of domi-

nance. If one or both of the objects �xa and �xb are in a boundary region, we need to calculate the rough degrees of dominance

between themusing the formula described in the previous section. The dominance relationships between �xa and �xb can then

be calculated again using the procedure described in the previous section.

In summary, the steps in the qualitative combination of rough clustering are as follows.

Step 1: Calculate lower and upper bounds of combined clusters using intersections of lower and upper bounds of original

clusters.

Step 2: Eliminate the clusters with empty lower bounds.

Step 3: Redistribute objects from boundary regions of eliminated clusters, if necessary.

Step 4: Calculate the degrees and rough degrees of dominance using the weight.

Step 5: Determine dominance relations.

Example 4. We use the same dataset presented in Example 3 to illustrate qualitative combination of rough clustering

schemes. We want to group the customers based on a combination of loyalty and spending.

It is obvious that the combined clustering scheme will have five clusters with a few boundary region objects. The lower

bounds and boundary region of each cluster obtained from qualitative combination are shown in Table 16. It can be seen that

three of the eight clusters formed have empty lower bounds. In order to consolidate these eight clusters into five clusters,

we first find the distances between the combined clusters.

Table 17 presents the distances between the combined clustering schemes. We can eliminate clusters �c6 and �c7 with-

out any redistribution of objects, since �x19 already belongs to two boundary regions. Elimination of �c8, however, makes

it necessary to redistribute �x20, since it now only belongs to upper bound of �c3. From Table 17, two closest neighbors of

�c3 are clusters �c2 and �c4. Therefore, we add �x20 to the upper bounds of �c2 and �c4. Table 18 shows the final five clusters

C = {�c1, . . . , �c5}.
We can now calculate the degrees of dominance for different weights. Table 19, Table 21, and Table 23 describe the

combined degrees of dominance for
�v�s

= 1,
�v�s

= 3 and
�s�v

= 3, respectively. Table 20, Table 22 and Table 24 show the

corresponding dominance relationships.
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Table 16

Clusters in rough clustering before consolidation.

�ci �cvi ∩ �csj lower(ci) bnd(ci)

�c1 �cv2 ∩ �cs1 �x1, �x2, �x3 �x19
�c2 �cv1 ∩ �cs2 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 �x19
�c3 �cv1 ∩ �cs3 �x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 �x20
�c4 �cv1 ∩ �cs4 �x12, �x13, �x14 �x21
�c5 �cv2 ∩ �cs4 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18 �x21
�c6 �cv1 ∩ �cs1 ∅ �x19
�c7 �cv2 ∩ �cs2 ∅ �x19
�c8 �cv2 ∩ �cs3 ∅ �x20

Table 17

distancev⊕s(�ci, �cj) before consolidation.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

�c1 0 2 3 4 3

�c2 2 0 1 2 3

�c3 3 1 0 1 2

�c4 4 2 1 0 1

�c5 3 3 2 1 0

Table 18

Clusters in rough clustering after consolidation.

�ci �cvi ∩ �csj lower(ci) bnd(ci)

�c1 �cv2 ∩ �cs1 �x1, �x2, �x3 �x19
�c2 �cv1 ∩ �cs2 �x4, �x5, �x6, �x7 �x19, �x20
�c3 �cv1 ∩ �cs3 �x8, �x9, �x10, �x11 �x20
�c4 �cv1 ∩ �cs4 �x12, �x13, �x14 �x20, �x21
�c5 �cv2 ∩ �cs4 �x15, �x16, �x17, �x18 �x21

Table 19

degree(�ci �v⊕s �cj) when
�v�s

= 1.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

�c1 0 0 1 2 3

�c2 0 0 1 2 3

�c3 −1 −1 0 1 2

�c4 −2 −2 −1 0 1

�c5 −3 −3 −2 −1 0

Table 20

�ci �v⊕s �cj when
�v�s

= 1.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

�c1 ∼v⊕s ?v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c2 ?v⊕s ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c3 – – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c4 – – – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s

�c5 – – – – ∼v⊕s

Table 21

degree(�ci �v⊕s �cj) when
�v�s

= 3.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

�c1 0 −2 −1 0 3

�c2 2 0 1 2 5

�c3 1 −1 0 1 4

�c4 0 −2 −1 0 3

�c5 −3 −5 −4 −3 0

Table 22

�ci �v⊕s �cj when
�v�s

= 3.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

�c1 ∼v⊕s – – ?v⊕s �v⊕s

�c2 �v⊕s ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c3 �v⊕s – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c4 ?v⊕s – – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s

�c5 – – – – ∼v⊕s
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Table 23

degree(�ci �v⊕s �cj) when
�s�v

= 3.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

�c1 0 2 5 8 9

�c2 −2 0 3 6 7

�c3 −5 −3 0 3 4

�c4 −8 −6 −3 0 1

�c5 −9 −7 −4 −1 0

Table 24

�ci �v⊕s �cj when
�s�v

= 3.

������ci
�cj �c1 �c2 �c3 �c4 �c5

�c1 ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c2 – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c3 – – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s �v⊕s

�c4 – – – ∼v⊕s �v⊕s

�c5 – – – – ∼v⊕s

Fig. 8. Synthetic data for combining rough clustering.

8. Qualitative and quantitative combination of rough clustering

The previous section discussed qualitative combination of two rough clustering schemes. In this section, we compare the

quantitative alternative used for rough clustering based onmulticriteria, and study the resulting set of dominance relations.

Similar to crisp clustering, the quantitative combination of rough clustering scheme multiplies the numeric values of the

two criteria with different weights depending on their relative importance. The weighted numeric values are then clustered

using rough K-means.

We used a synthetic dataset that is similar to the small dataset presented in Examples 3 and 4 to analyze the quantitative

combination of rough clustering. The synthetic dataset is shown in Fig. 8. It is clear that there are five clusters in this dataset

with a few objects in the boundary region.

For rough clustering, threshold and ωl are set as 1.4 and 0.7, respectively. The number of clusters is 5. The combined

clustering is shown in Fig. 8. Lower bounds are outlined by solid lines and boundary area are outlined by dotted lines.

The quantitative combination was done by varying the pair of weights for visits and spending from (0, 1) to (1, 0) with

an increment or decrement of 0.1. Similar to the qualitative combination, for each pair of weights we got five clusters as

shown in Fig. 8. For extreme values of the weights, the objects �x19, �x20, �x21 sometimes moved to lower bounds of one of the

clusters. The combined clusters were ranked based on the value of their centroid vectors.

Table25 showsacorrespondencebetweenqualitativeandquantitative roughcombinations.Aswesawfor crisp clustering,

the qualitative combinations allow us to specify no relation between clusters, while we will usually have a strict dominance

relation between quantitatively combined clusters.
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Table 25

Dominance relations between clusters for rough clustering with synthetic data.

ωv ωs Dominance relations
�v�s

Dominance relations

0.9 0.1

�c3 � �c2 � �c4 � �c1 � �c5

9 �c2 � �c3 � �c4 � �c1 � �c50.8 0.2 4

0.75 0.25 3

�c2 � �c3 � �c1 � �c5
�c2 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5

�c1?�c4
0.7 0.3 7

3
�c2 � �c3 � �c1 � �c4 � �c5

0.6 0.4 �c3 � �c2 � �c1 � �c4 � �c5 3
2

�c2 � �c1 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5
0.5 0.5

�c1 � �c2 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5

1

�c1 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5
�c2 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5

�c1?�c2
0.4 0.6 2

3

�c1 � �c2 � �c3 � �c4 � �c5
0.3 0.7 3

7

0.25 0.75 1
3

0.2 0.8 1
4

0.1 0.9 1
9

9. Summary and conclusions

This paper described a preference/dominance relation based framework for analyzing crisp and rough clustering. Fish-

burn proposed the use of preference relations for qualitative decision theory. Use of these relations in clustering analysis

will help us introduce semantic structure to the unsupervised clustering process. The proposed qualitative framework is

further used to propose crisp and rough combination rules. The framework also helps us better understand the quantitative

combination of clustering schemes. The paper studied the correspondence between qualitative and quantitative combina-

tions. The qualitative combinations allow us to specify no relation between clusters, while usually there is a strict preference

relation between quantitatively combined clusters. Sometimes such a partial dominance relationmay bemore suitable. The

qualitative combination may be useful in cases where one can only communicate individual clustering schemes due to pri-

vacy considerations in sharing attribute values or due to large communication costs. It can also be useful for simply devising

an appropriate weighting scheme for quantitative combination scheme. The proposed framework and combination rules

are explained using analysis of customers from a synthetic retail dataset based on their spending and visit patterns. While

the qualitative combination described in this paper in this paper is based on axiomatic properties of preference relations,

it is mainly focused on providing a practical combination rule. There are many theoretical aspects of the combination of

multiple clustering schemes that need to be explored as part of our future research.
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